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Project task and moodboard

For this project, I was tasked with redesiging an already 
made app. I choose the anxiety campanign app Mindshift, 
as while I liked some of the ideas and of the app, it felt 
cluttered in not as helpful as an anxiety companion app 
should be. To begin, I made a moodboard trying to figure 
out a look and feel for what the app would be. This includ-
ed images showing anxiety while also seeing what could 
contrast that and be calming and relieving



Copmetitive Analysis and User Research Mindshift
Rating: 4.3/5 (92 reviews)

- User reviews enjoy it as a sort of “daily reading” 
activity they can use when feeling anxious

- Quick relief and audio recordings also popular

- Complaints it’s only for teens not adults, as 
well as that it’s only really helps with more mild 
anxieties

- Lack of PTSD and other anxieties a concern

Calm
Rating: 4.8/5 (791K reviews)

- Better and deeper variety of exercises in  
comparison to Headspace

- Helps improve sleep as well as reduces  
insomnia for some users

- Many struggle with the high price, some even 
feel it’s insulting and taking advantage of people 
who have anxiety or other issues similar

- Not enough alternate voices for audio content

Headspace
Rating: 4.9/5 (640K reviews)

- Helped many obtain and maintain good  
meditation skills and habits

- Many like the variety and content, but some 
say they got a little too similar after a while

- Interface viewed as simple and easy to  
navigate

- Some didn’t like the “gamification” parts of the 
app with streak checks

Moodpath
Rating: 4.7/5 (22k reviews)

- Many say it helped improved their mood, as 
well as help with bipolar disorder

- Some complain the questions and content 
gets too similar and basic sometimes

- Certain users feel there should be more  
customization, especially in regards to question 
time and frequency

- Complaints about the price, some feel it’s not 
worth the large price due to the limited amount 
of features

Product Reviews

For the next step, I did preformed some cometitive  
analysis as well as user research. I wanted to compare 
Mindshift to other apps using app store reviews to get a 
general idea of what people did and didn’t like in these 
types of apps. I then interviewed a few people to see  
what they would want to see out of this app. I tried to 
get one interview with someone who would just want 
information on the topic so they could help, as well as 
someone dealing with anxiety themselves. I also made 
an empathy map from that interview as well



Competitive Analysis

These kinds of apps exist on the market due to the many people who struggle with mental health and stress. That means these 

apps and these features are designed based on research and data on what appeals to those struggling with mental health and 

what features those people desire when they get help. The best rated products are that due to their customization, total amount of 

features, usability, and ability to actually solve or assist the user in their problem. To help achieve this, many of these products are 

using similar strategies. Audio recordings, trackers, journals, and daily activities are prominent in all of these apps. These apps are 

designed with phones in mind, which means features such as those mentioned are put in to help people constantly interact and 

improve with the app, as well as pulling them back to the app. These companies help maintain their competitive advantage with 

these apps by updating them. Reviews all mention many different design changes and features. They know this market is fluid and 

large, so keeping your app up to date along with adding new features is key to keeping this type of app on top.

User Interviews

Research Objectives

• How people with anxiety tend to handle their anxiety.

• What strategies and methods are used when handling this anxiety

• How people without anxiety view those with anxiety.

• What do anxious people feel is the most helpful way to lower their anxiety.

• What are common misconceptions about those with anxiety.

User Interviews

Gabe (20, College Student)
Gabe is a straight white-male from Connecticut who currently 
attends Quinnipiac University. Gabe is a heavy technology 
user and uses many different products. 

Question 1: How do you feel about using an app 
to learn more about anxiety disorders?
Gabe answered quickly and said he would be willing to 
try, as he has many relatives and friends that struggle with 
anxiety. He’s unsure on a lot of what happens when people 
are struggling with anxiety, so he feel an app to help tell him 
would be good

Question 2: How do you feel about those 
with anxiety issues?
Gave answered saying he feels bad for them but doesn’t 
understand their struggles fully. He can see how anxious 
people are affected and how they look uncomfortable, but 
he’s not sure what he should say to help and feels most 
people shut down when discussing with them. 

Question 3: What’s your approach with dealing 
with those going through anxiety issues?
As he said last question Gabe isn’t really sure on how to help 
those going through it. He’s tried researching and asking 
others before but has had trouble getting good information. 
He wants to be more knowledgeable, but wishes there was a 
way to do it in a simple, easy manner

Susan Kane (56, Supply Chain Specialist)

Susan Kane is a married Woman currently residing in 
Pennsylvania. She is a supply chain specialist currently and is 
familiar with technology, though not a giant tech person. She 
struggles with a lot of stress and anxiety due to work and family 
life. 

Question 1: Do you feel you have issues dealing with 
anxiety?
Susan answered saying that sometimes she does. She’s dealt 
with anxiety much of her life she said and has gotten better at 
handling it, but sometimes it just overwhelmed her and breaks 
her down

Question 2: What do you feel would help your 
anxiety?
Susan said the best sort of help would almost be like some sort 
of reassurance coach. She said her biggest issues with anxiety 
are the constant self-doubt and making everything seem like the 
worst thing ever. Having somebody their to tell her she’s fine and 
she’s not crazy would be a tremendous help for her.

Question 3: Do you feel you struggle with discussing 
your anxiety?
Susan very quickly answered yes. She talks about it occasionally 
with her Husband or Father and while they’re not mean, they 
clearly don’t fully understand her. She feels like a lot of the times 
she gets stuck keeping all the thoughts in her head, making her 
fall even further down the anxiety spiral. 



Information Architecture

Says
“The anxiety sometimes just gets so 
overwhelming that I shut down and don’t 
know what to do”

“I wish there was a way to have everyone 
understand how anxiety disorders actually 
feel, how pervasive they actually are”

“It’s frustrating how prevalent it is, it just 
won’t go away”

Thinks
User has a lot of self doubt plaguing her 
mind

Is also clearly frustrated with the anxiety and 
wants to find a way to control it

Worried her relationships may be damaged 
from this stress

Feels
Nervous: User was shaking their leg a lot 
during interview

Frustrated: User comes off as someone 
who’s tried many things and wants some-
thing that works

Fear: User is worried how the problem 
seems to be growing and is concerned how 
it affects others around them

Does
User avoided their phone during interview, 
shows they were invested in conversation as 
they usually look at phone.

User was very descriptive with terms, seems 
to have a large basis to what anxiety entails.

Would bite their nails or shake their legs 
occasionally, seeming somewhat nervous or 
annoyed

Susan Kane

With a better grasp at what should and shouldn’t be in  
the app, I then began making an information  
architecture for it. I mainly focused on laying out all the 
basic features the app will definetly need as well as 
making sure the flow of the app makes sense



Splash Screen Home Screen

What’s your anxiety?

Mood

Chart your Progress

See others stories

Share and listen

Learn

Goal Setting

Default Goals

Custom Goals

Setting Goals

Tracking Goals

Tracking Goals

Current Goals

Acheived Goals

PTSD symptons

Ways to alliviate PSTD

PTSD

What is social anxiety?

Social Anxiety

Ways to alliviate OCD

OCD

Quick Relief

Chart

Details

Stories



Color and Typography

Color

Blue

Hex: #00AEEF Hex: #EFE2EF

Hex: #FEF7FA

Hex: #0047AB

Hex: #231F20 Hex: #231F20 Opacity: 55%

Black

Typeography

Raleway

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnop 
qrstuvwxyz
123456789
{}!@#%/[]()?$^&

My goal with the color and typeography of the app was 
for it to be calming. As it’s an anxiety companion app, 
making sure the app looked and felt as calming and 
relaxing as possible was key. I mainly focused on blue’s 
because of it being a much calmer color than say some-
thing like a bright red. I choose Raleway as the main 
font, as it’s very light and easy to look at, helping provide 
the tranquil feeling the app needs



Persona

Bio
Deardra Hader lives in a small two person home with her Husband Jim. She works Hu-

man Resources for a local advertising agency and has been dealing with major anxi-

ety struggles that past few years. She always had anxiety in her life and it usually goes 

through peaks and valleys but now it’s really getting bad. She feels like she can’t even 

leave the house without her generalized anxiety spiking. She’s been getting very little 

sleep due to the pervasive thoughts and her husband is starting to get frustrated be-

cause she’s not sure how to discuss the situation with him. Deardra’s goal is to not only 

find a way to overcome this anxiety, but also find better coping mechanisms for similar 

situations in the future as well as a way to explain herself to her loved ones.

Wants and Needs
• Her anxiety to be controlled

• The ability to not feel terrified everyday

• A place talk vent and discuss her many anxiety struggles

• To feel like someone truly understands how this anxiety makes her feel

Frustrations
• How hard it is to handle anxiety once an attack occurs

• How debilitating the anxiety often is

• The lack of understanding and strange looks she gets from other family members

• Hearing the constant advice, such as that everyone has anxiety and it’s not a big 

deal, and really just wants someone to actually help her

“A little helper, just something to reassure 
me, that’s what I need for my anxiety”

Deardra Hader
Age: 48

Home: Maine

Career: Human Resources

Anxiety Type: Generalized

Personality
Anxiety:

Stress:

Social  
Interactions:

To better understand my user base, I made a persona 
for a typical user of my app. Much of the complaints with 
other apps I looked at is that they focus more heavily on 
the teenager range for users. I felt making sure my app 
could be used by both teens and adults is key, as adults 
get just as much anxiety as teenagers many times



Splash Screen Home Screen Quick Relief Mind Clear

Coping CardsPhobic ExplainPanic ExplainSAD ExplainLearn Page

Take a Breath

Wire Frames

With a structure in place, I began making the  
wireframes. A simple and easy to navigate layout was 
my main goal, as if the app was very complex with  
hundreds of screens, it would become overwhelming 
for the user. I also tried to be clear in what each screen 
did and made sure they would be intuitive to use



Mockups

Now that everything was squared away, I began  
making my mockups. I made sure there was a version of 
the home screen and learning screen in each one, as I 
felt those were the most esstential. For the others, I took 
the wireframes I had and added different styles of color 
to each of them. This included using completely flat  
buttons as well as the more “3D” buttons many apps 
have to see which worked best

GAD Explain

New Goal Active Goal Share Screen StoriesProgress Chart

PTSD Explain Goals Screen Stories ScreenOCD Explain



Mindshift Comp 1

Light Mode - Mockup 1

Splash Screen

Splash Screen

Home

Home

Learn about 
anxiety

Learn about 
anxiety

Coping Cards

Coping Cards

Goal Tracking

Goal Tracking

Dark Mode - Mockup 1

Light Mode - Mockup 2

Splash Screen

Splash Screen

Home

Home

Learn about 
anxiety

Learn about 
anxiety

Coping Cards

Coping Cards

Goal Tracking

Goal Tracking

Dark Mode - Mockup 2



Mindshift Comp 3

Splash Screen

Splash Screen

Home

Home

Learn about 
anxiety

Learn about 
anxiety

Stories

Stories

Full story

Full story

Light Mode - Mockup 3

Dark Mode - Mockup 3

Critique and Final Design

When presenting my mockups, mockup 3’s design style 
was the most well recieved. An issue with it though is 
that the catagories on the learn page were too large and 
that the darker blue color I used was too dark, effecting 
the readability. So, for the final design, I took the theming 
behind Mockup 3’s style and implemented it throughout 
my wire frames with those critiques in mind.



Main Navigation Screens

Home Screen Journal Screen Learn Screen Goals Screen

Expanded Learn 
Screens



Quick Relief Screens In-Between Screens

Main relief 
screen

Breathing 
guide screen

Coping cards 
screen

Mind clear 
music screen

Active goals screen

Old journals screen Story tell screen Share story screen Anxiety rating screen

Progress details screenShare screenNew goals screen



OCD learn 
screen - 1

PTSD learn 
screen - 1

OCD learn 
screen - 2

PTSD learn 
screen - 2

GAD learn 
screen - 1

SAD learn 
screen - 1

SAD learn 
screen - 2

GAD learn 
screen - 2

Information Screens - 1 Information Screens - 2



Information Screens - 3

Phobic learn 
screen - 1

Panic learn 
screen - 1

Panic learn 
screen - 2

Phobic learn 
screen - 2

Full Prototype

https://projects.invisionapp.com/proto-
type/ck9kbw9ck004qi3018tdkbthx/play


